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MISSION STATEMENT 

The United Women’s Hockey League (UWHL) is committed to providing a place for women of all skill 
levels in the Delaware, Pennsylvania and New Jersey Tri-State area to play ice hockey. The UWHL seeks 
to promote women’s hockey and assist players in finding and enjoying success in the game of ice 
hockey. The UWHL upholds the constitution and bylaws of USA Hockey in order to provide a positive 
experience for all members. 

 MEMBERSHIP 

 GENERAL LEAGUE STRUCTURE 

A The United Women’s Hockey League (UWHL) is considered an adult recreational league under 
the Rules and Guidelines administered by USA Hockey, and is a participant of the USA Hockey 
Atlantic District – Atlantic Amateur Hockey Association (AAHA). 

B The UWHL shall be comprised of a minimum of three (3) MEMBER TEAMS, as defined by USA 
Hockey. 

C In order to be eligible for membership, a TEAM must be properly registered as a women’s TEAM 
with USA Hockey and must be approved by the UWHL BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 

D UWHL PLAYERS shall not be discriminated against based on race, religion, age, sexual 
orientation, creed, gender or national origin. 

E PLAYERS in the UWHL are required to be at least 18 years of age or older, as required by USA 
Hockey for an adult league. A TEAM shall not ROSTER  a PLAYER until the PLAYER has reached her 
18th birthday. 

 ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

A The Election of OFFICERS or other positions within the UWHL shall be conducted according to 
the UWHL Bylaws. 

B Nominations for positions, such as EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE members, REFEREE IN CHIEF (“RIC”), etc. 
shall be submitted at least two (2) weeks prior to the ANNUAL MEETING via the EXECUTIVE 

COMMITTEE NOMINATION FORM to the Secretary or other appointed person. 

C The list of nominees shall be provided to the BOARD OF DIRECTORS, with the nomination forms, 
at the ANNUAL MEETING. 

 MEMBERSHIP 

A New TEAMS 

1. Applications for membership are submitted: 

a. Via the TEAM ENTRY APPLICATION 

b. No later than May 31st. 



2. To be considered for entry into the UWHL a TEAM must submit a TEAM ENTRY APPLICATION and 
a ROSTER SUMMARY FORM to the President for presentation at the ANNUAL MEETING. Other 
information may be requested by the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

3. TEAMS whose home ice rink is greater than 125 miles (via Google Maps) from the farthest 
home ice rink of TEAMS currently in the UWHL must be explicitly approved for entry by two-
thirds (2/3) of the TEAMS in the respective CONFERENCE or DIVISION.. 

4. A two-thirds (2/3) affirmative vote of the BOARD OF DIRECTORS present at the ANNUAL MEETING 
is required for approval of application for membership. 

B Returning TEAMS 

1. Notification of returning TEAM status shall be submitted: 

a. Verbally/electronically to the President 

b. No later than May 31st 

2. If a TEAM is aware there will be significant changes to their prior season’s ROSTER, the TEAM 

REPRESENTATIVE(S) must submit a ROSTER SUMMARY FORM to the President no later than May 
31st. 

a. A request to change DIVISION of play shall be submitted in writing to the President no 
later than May 31st. 

C New and returning TEAMS shall make a written commitment to the UWHL no later than AUGUST 

15TH of each year by completing the TEAM AGREEMENT FORM. The EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE will 
publish a list of MEMBER TEAMS to the BOARD OF DIRECTORS no later than SEPTEMBER 1ST. 

 CLASSIFICATION OF TEAMS 

A TEAMS are granted “FULL” or “EXHIBITION” TEAM status upon review by the BOARD OF DIRECTORS at 
the ANNUAL MEETING, after review of each TEAM’s application, including ROSTER SUMMARY FORM. 

1. FULL STATUS TEAMS are eligible for PLAYOFFS. 

2. EXHIBITION STATUS TEAMS are not eligible for PLAYOFFS. 

B All TEAMS, regardless of status, are bound by the UWHL Bylaws and Policies, Procedures and 
Guidelines. 

 REMOVAL OF MEMBERS 

A Any DIRECTOR may request revocation of a TEAM’s membership from the league. A letter must 
be submitted to the President outlining reasons for the request. 

B After review and research of the request, the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE will present the request to 
the BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 

C A two-thirds (2/3) vote by the BOARD OF DIRECTORS shall be required for revocation of 
membership. 



 LEAGUE FEES 

 ANNUAL DUES 

A The Annual Dues shall be determined by the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE and presented to the BOARD 

OF DIRECTORS for approval at the ANNUAL MEETING. 

B Annual Dues shall be paid by all TEAMS, regardless of status, by AUGUST 15TH. 

C The Annual Dues are non-refundable. 

 PLAYOFF FEES 

A Playoff Fees and the proposed Playoff Budget shall be determined by the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
and presented to the BOARD OF DIRECTORS for approval at the ANNUAL MEETING. 

B The final Playoff Fee shall be presented to the BOARD OF DIRECTORS no later than NOVEMBER 1ST. 
If the amount is $100 more than the originally proposed Playoff Fee, a new vote of the BOARD 

OF DIRECTORS will be held to approve the change. 

C Playoff Fees shall be paid by all FULL STATUS TEAMS and are due by DECEMBER 1ST. 

D TEAMS that do not qualify for PLAYOFFS shall be reimbursed their playoff fee no later than 30 
days after the last day of PLAYOFFS, unless otherwise decided by the BOARD OF DIRECTORS at the 
ANNUAL MEETING. 

 FUNDRAISING 

A Fundraisers will be held as needed and as approved by a majority vote of the BOARD OF 

DIRECTORS, taken at the ANNUAL MEETING or during the course of the season. 

B A decision as to whether or not the fundraiser shall be mandatory for all UWHL TEAMS shall be 
decided at the time of the vote. 

 TEAM DEBT TO THE LEAGUE 

A All FEES are due to the UWHL as stated in SECTIONS 2.1 and 2.2. FEES that are not postmarked by 
the stated due date are subject to a Late Payment Fee, as summarized in SECTION 2.7. 

B All monies from the prior season must be paid in full no later than the ANNUAL MEETING. TEAMS 
failing to do so will be considered “not in good standing,” which may result in rejection of 
UWHL membership. 



 PLAYER DEBT 

A All PLAYER FEES required by individual TEAMS are the responsibility of those TEAMS. 

B TEAMS are encouraged to obtain written proof of financial obligation. 

C Any PLAYER who signs a TEAM registration form and/or makes a financial commitment to that 
TEAM will remain the property of that TEAM for the balance of the season, unless RELEASED by 
that TEAM. 

D The President shall be advised of any outstanding debt on the part of any PLAYER at least TWO 

WEEKS prior to the ANNUAL MEETING, or at the time of PLAYER RELEASE. 

E The President shall advise all TEAMS of the UWHL of the PLAYERS who have outstanding 
monetary obligations to any UWHL TEAM at the ANNUAL MEETING. 

F No TEAM may accept a PLAYER, COACH, or TEAM OFFICIAL who has an outstanding monetary 
obligation to another UWHL TEAM. 

G TEAMS may decide to file a complaint with USA Hockey, and it shall be their responsibility to do 
so. 

 USA HOCKEY MEMBERSHIP, FEES AND PAPERWORK 

A Membership in USA Hockey is mandatory for all TEAMS, PLAYERS, COACHES, and TEAM OFFICIALS. 

B USA Hockey TEAM application fees are established by USA hockey. 

C USA Hockey individual membership fees are established by USA Hockey. 

D USA Hockey fees are the responsibility of the TEAMS and the individuals of those TEAMS. 

E USA Hockey requires the following forms to be completed annually: 

1. Electronic forms completed during the player registration process: 

a. USA Hockey Waiver of Liability 

b. Release Assumption of Risk and Indemnity Agreement 

2. Physical forms: 

a. Consent to Treat/Medical History Form 

b. Participant Code of Conduct Form 

c. TEAM REPRESENTATIVES shall have signed copies of these forms for all PLAYERS prior to the 
first game of the UWHL season. 

d. Signed copies of either of these forms may be requested by the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE at 
any time. 



 SCHEDULE OF LEAGUE FINES AND FEES 

A Late Payment of League Fee/League Payments 
(SECTIONS 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3) 

$25 

B Game FORFEITURE Fine (SECTION 6.8) 
1. Maximum fee in section 6.3.B per REFEREE. 
2. Copy of rink invoice must be provided to the 

offending TEAM 

Full Ice Cost plus REFEREE FEES 

C Filing a PROTEST (SECTION 8.1) $25 

D Filing an APPEAL (SECTION 8.2) $25 

E Violations of the UWHL Bylaws or Policies, 
Procedures and Guidelines 

a. FIRST OFFENSE 
b. SECOND OFFENSE 
c. THIRD OFFENSE 
d. FOURTH OR ADDITIONAL OFFENSE(S) 

 
 
$25 
$50 
FORFEITURE of Game plus $100 
FORFEITURE of Game and appearance 
before the CONDUCT COMMITTEE, plus 
$150 

F Missed ANNUAL or Required League Meeting $25 

G Late ROSTER (SECTION 5.1) $25 

H Late SCORESHEET (SECTION 6.5) $20 per week until received 

I Incomplete SCORESHEET $20 plus SECTION 6.4.D  

J FINES/FEES not paid within 14 days of due date Fine/Fee is doubled 

K The above FINES and FEES are per incident/per OFFENSE unless otherwise noted. 

L All FINES and FEES must be paid in full no later than the Monday prior to PLAYOFFS or that TEAM 
will not be eligible for PLAYOFFS, and will be considered to be “not in good standing” with the 
UWHL. 



 LEAGUE STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION 

 CONFERENCE/DIVISION STRUCTURE 

A The League aims to accommodate PLAYERS of all skill levels, provided the appropriate DIVISION 
exists, in order to maintain fair and fun competition for all PLAYERS. 

B The League is divided into 3 CONFERENCES (Red, South, and North) and 4 DIVISIONS (Red, White, 
Gold, Silver, and Blue) based on skill level. 

1. The Red CONFERENCE/DIVISION is comprised of PLAYERS looking for a place to learn the 
game and develop their own individual skills while still being competitive. Typically, they 
have little to no experience playing organized hockey. If they do have experience, it may be 
at a novice level. PLAYERS in this conference may be beginners, with PLAYERS generally 
picking up the sport as adults. Some red CONFERENCE/DIVISION players are working on 
their basic skills and positioning on the ice. Skills like skating, shooting, passing and body 
control may be in development. 

2. The White and Gold DIVISIONS within the South CONFERENCE is comprised of PLAYERS 
looking for an intermediate level of competition. Typically, they have some experience 
playing organized hockey at a novice to intermediate level. PLAYERS in this CONFERENCE 
may have played some organized youth hockey at the Tier 2 level or may have started 
playing hockey as an adult. These PLAYERS may have some men's league experience as 
well. White and Gold DIVISION PLAYERS may be improving their skills and positioning on 
the ice through experience. Skills like skating, shooting, passing, and body control are at or 
near the intermediate level. Some White and Gold DIVISION PLAYERS may be starting to 
slow down or wanting to move down from a higher CONFERENCE due to age or injury. 

3. The Silver DIVISION within the North CONFERENCE is comprised of PLAYERS looking for a 
high to intermediate level of competition. Typically, they have been playing for a few years 
at a high intermediate level. It may be common for players in this CONFERENCE to have 
played some organized youth hockey at the Tier 2, high school, college club, or college D3 
level. These PLAYERS may have men's league experience as well. Silver DIVISION PLAYERS 
are knowledgeable in basic skills and positioning on the ice. Skills like skating, shooting, 
passing, and body control are all close to or at an intermediate level. Some Silver 
CONFERENCE PLAYERS may be starting to slow down or wanting to move down from a 
higher CONFERENCE due to age or injury. 

4. The Blue DIVISION within the North CONFERENCE is comprised of PLAYERS looking for a 
high level of competition. Typically, they have been playing for many years at a high level. It 
may be common for players in this DIVISION to have played organized youth hockey at the 
Tier 1, Tier 2, high school, or prep school level. PLAYERS in this CONFERENCE may have 
college experience (NCAA or ACHA or club) or professional experience (PHF or PWHPA). 
These PLAYERS may have men's league experience as well. Blue DIVISION PLAYERS are fully 
knowledgeable in basic skills and positioning on the ice. Skills like skating, shooting, passing, 
and body control are all close to or at a high level. 



C The CONFERENCES may be further divided into DIVISIONS in order to accommodate the number of 
TEAMS within that skill level and further delineate skill levels within a CONFERENCE. The terms 
CONFERENCE and DIVISION may be used interchangeably throughout this document.  Either 
term designates a distinct level of play for team placement. 

 LEAGUE SCHEDULE 

A The start and end of the season shall be presented by the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE at the ANNUAL 

MEETING and approved by a majority vote of the BOARD OF DIRECTORS. The season generally runs 
from October through March. 

B The number of League games shall not exceed eighteen (18) for any one DIVISION, without a 
vote by the BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 

C The CONFERENCES/DIVISIONS are not required to have the same number of league games and 
may vary depending on the number of TEAMS in each CONFERENCE/DIVISION. 

D TEAMS shall provide ice slots to the UWHL SCHEDULERS no later than AUGUST 15th. When 
providing ice slots, TEAMS are advised to limit start times to 9 pm of Saturdays and 7 pm on 
Sundays, to the maximum extent practicable.   

E The UWHL SCHEDULERS shall provide the game schedule to the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE for approval 
no later than SEPTEMBER 10TH. The EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE shall publish the final schedule to the 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, WEBMASTER, and STATISTICIAN no later than SEPTEMBER 20TH. 

1. The game schedule shall be posted on the UWHL website and shall be considered the 
official UWHL schedule for that season. 

2. Any corrections shall be submitted to the SCHEDULER and WEBMASTER prior to September 
25th. 

F Playoff dates shall be determined by the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE no later than September 30th. 
PLAYOFFS generally should occur in March. 

 SKILL LEVEL OF TEAMS AND PLAYERS 

 PLAYER SKILL AND REQUIREMENTS FOR PLACEMENT WITHIN A CONFERENCE/DIVISION 

A Hockey skill rankings are essentially an average of many dynamic factors, including hockey 
knowledge and experience, skating ability, stick handling skills, athleticism, sportsmanship and 
opportunity. Each individual is unique and skill ranking calls for objective and honest 
assessment of a variety of factors so that TEAMS and CONFERENCES/DIVISIONS may be formed 
around levels of play. A range of skill levels will exist within each CONFERENCE/DIVISION. 

B A PLAYER requesting to play at a lower level than the criteria in Section 3.1 will be asked to 
submit written justification for this request at the time they submit their PLAYER HISTORY 

SURVEY. More information about the PLAYER HISTORY SURVEY and the PLAYER REVIEW VOTING 

PROCESS can be found in SECTION 4.3. 



 TEAM PLACEMENT WITHIN THE LEAGUE 

A It is the responsibility of the TEAM to know the skill level of its PLAYERS and to ensure that each 
of their PLAYERS’ skill levels is within the level of the CONFERENCE/DIVISION in which they are 
requesting to participate. 

B A CONFERENCE or DIVISION cannot have any less than four (4) TEAMS in it.  If the number of 
TEAMS in the CONFERENCE or DIVISION drops to 3 or less, the CONFERENCE or DIVISION will 
combine with the next closest CONFERENCE or DIVISION in skill or TEAM(S) will be moved into 
the CONFERENCE or DIVISION so there are at least 4 participating TEAMS. 

C Prior year regular season CONFERENCE/DIVISION standings: 

1. Within a CONFERENCE, if there are 2 or more DIVISIONS, the regular season standings from the 
previous year shall be used to determine TEAM movement within the CONFERENCE: 

a. The TEAM with the highest standing may be required to move up to the next higher 
DIVISION. 

b. The TEAM with the lowest standing may be required to move down to the next lower 
DIVISION. 

2. ANY TEAM may be asked to move up or down between the CONFERENCES based on prior 
year(s) regular season standings. 

D TEAM placement for the upcoming season shall be determined by the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE and 
presented to the BOARD OF DIRECTORS for approval at the ANNUAL MEETING. 

E If there are too few TEAMS in each of two adjacent CONFERENCES or DIVISIONS such that 
there will be an insufficient number of games, cross division games may be scheduled so long 
as the TEAMS in each affected CONFERENCE or DIVISION agree.   

1. Cross division games shall be scheduled evenly for parity. 

2. Cross division games shall count for playoff eligibility (half-plus-one rule and standings). 

3. There shall be no cross division games in playoffs. 

 PLAYER REVIEW VOTING PROCESS 

A Each TEAM shall submit an Official USA Hockey ROSTER to the UWHL Secretary as outlined in 
SECTION 5.1. 

B In addition, any PLAYER who meets one or more of the following criteria is required to submit a 
PLAYER HISTORY SURVEY form: 

1. Requesting to play at a lower level than the most recent level played, 

2. New to the UWHL, or 

3. Returning to the UWHL for the first time since the 2014-2015 season. 



C The purpose of the survey is to assist Team Representatives in assessing each PLAYER’s fitness 
to play in the CONFERENCE/DIVISION requested.  It is imperative that all PLAYERs take the 
time to add details and explanations, where applicable, in order to help the Team 
Representatives make a fair decision.  Team Representatives should only have PLAYERs they 
believe are suited for the CONFERENCE/DIVISION in which they are requesting to play submit a 
PLAYER HISTORY SURVEY. 

D PLAYER HISTORY SURVEY and PLAYER REVIEW VOTING PROCESS: 

1. Once the PLAYER HISTORY SURVEY is completed by a PLAYER meeting the above criteria, an 
automated email message is sent to the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE to inform that the survey has 
been received (Note: the TEAM name and PLAYER name are not included in this email). 

2. Within three (3) days of receiving the automated email, the CONFERENCE LIAISON for the 
DIVISION in which the PLAYER is requesting to play sends the de-identified survey answers to 
the TEAM REPRESENTATIVES in the DIVISION for a vote to approve, deny, or place on 
probationary status the PLAYER for the requested DIVISION of play. 

3. TEAM REPRESENTATIVES are given seven (7) calendar days to vote to approve, deny, or place 
on probationary status the PLAYER.  The vote from the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE of the team 
for which the PLAYER is requesting to play will not count.  A majority of the received votes 
(1/2 +1) are required to approve or deny a PLAYER.  If a majority of votes are not for 
approve or deny, the result of the vote is probationary. 

4. Once the voting is complete, the CONFERENCE LIAISON shall send an email to the TEAM 

REPRESENTATIVES to inform them of the results of the PLAYER REVIEW VOTING PROCESS. This 
email includes the PLAYER name and TEAM name. 

5. PLAYERS voted to be placed on probationary status will be allowed to play, but will be 
evaluated on the ice by their opponents for three games (3) from the conclusion of the vote 
or until Dec 1, whichever comes first.  After the pre-determined number of games or Dec 1 
have elapsed, the TEAM REPRESENTATIVES within the DIVISION of play will vote to approve 
or deny the probationary PLAYER for the remainder of the season. 

6. The results of this vote cannot be APPEALED by the PLAYER or TEAM. If the PLAYER was denied, 
she can request to be reviewed for a higher DIVISION of play, if desired. 

7. PLAYERS who were previously denied the ability to play in a requested DIVISION are eligible 
for re-review in future seasons at the denied level of play under this process.  

8. If a PLAYER is caught lying or lying by omission on a PLAYER HISTORY SURVEY and/or if a 
PLAYER HISTORY SURVEY is inaccurate or incomplete, the PLAYER will be asked to resubmit 
a new survey.  If the resubmitted survey is denied by the TEAM REPRESNTATIVE vote, the 
PLAYER will be removed from the TEAM and the respective CONFERNECE/DIVISION.  All 
games played by the TEAM with the disallowed PLAYER, including games played prior to 
removal of the PLAYER, will be considered forfeits. Only games in which the disallowed 
PLAYER participated will be forfeits.  Statistics for forfeited games will be handled in 
accordance with SECTION 6.8. 

E TEAMS that elect to ROSTER a PLAYER who has been denied through the PLAYER REVIEW VOTING 

PROCESS may be required to: 



1. By a decision of the ROSTER COMMITTEE, 

a. disallow the PLAYER from participating in any future games for that TEAM, 

b. FORFEIT eligibility for PLAYOFFS, and/or 

c. Move to a higher level within the UWHL for the following season. 

2. The TEAM REPRESENTATIVE and/or COACH(ES) may be required to appear before the CONDUCT 

COMMITTEE for allowing higher skilled PLAYERS to remain on their TEAM’s ROSTER and may be 
subject to a fine as defined in SECTION 2.7.E. 

 REQUEST FOR PLAYER REVIEW 

A A ROSTER COMMITTEE shall be formed prior to the start of the season for the purpose of 
completing player reviews per the procedure outlined below.  The PRESIDENT shall select 
the ROSTER COMMITTEE. 

B Any TEAM REPRESENTATIVE may submit a REQUEST FOR PLAYER REVIEW FORM to the President at 
any time, for PLAYERS in their own DIVISION whose skills they believe exceed the player skill 
level of the DIVISION. 

C Within seventy-two (72) hours of receipt of a REQUEST FOR PLAYER REVIEW, the PRESIDENT will 
notify the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE of the PLAYER who will be reviewed that a REQUEST FOR PLAYER 

REVIEW was received. The PRESIDENT will also notify the REFEREE IN CHIEF. 

D Within seventy-two (72) hours receipt of notification from the PRESISENT, the REFEREE IN 
CHIEF will attempt to contact the referees who were at the most recent game in which the 
PLAYER participated to see if they can provide any insight.  The REFEREE IN CHIEF will 
review Live Barn footage from multiple games, as available.  Within one week of receipt of 
notification from the PRESIDENT, The REFEREE IN CHIF will report results of the review to 
the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

1. If the REFEREE IN CHIEF reports that available information and footage was insufficient 
to make a determination, the PRESIDENT shall ask members of the ROSTER COMMITTEE 
to travel to an upcoming game to watch the PLAYER under review.  The ROSTER 
COMMITTEE shall make a report to the REFEREE IN CHIEF and the EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE within seventy-two (72) hours of their review. 

E The EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE will review the report and make a decision.  Options include: 

1. The PLAYER under review can stay in the current CONFERENCE/DIVISION 

2. The PLAYER under review can finish the season with her TEAM, but must play in a higher 
CONFERENCE/DIVISION next season 

3. The PLAYER under review must leave her TEAM and the current CONFERENCE/DIVISION 
immediately.  The PLAYER may roster on a TEAM in a higher CONFERENCE/DIVISION if 
the roster deadline is not passed. 

F The PLAYER under Review shall be permitted to play until the Review process is complete. 

G In the event a ROSTER COMMITTEE cannot be formed, all player review decisions shall be 
made at the sole discretion of the PRESIDENT. 



H Within 3 days of the regularly scheduled EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE meeting, a PLAYER REVIEW 

REPORT will be sent to the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE of the PLAYER under review and the TEAM 

REPRESENTATIVE who submitted the Review Request. The outcome of the review will be 
shared with the remaining TEAM REPRESENTATIVES of the DIVISION via the minutes of the 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE meeting. 

 RULES FOR EXHIBITION TEAM ROSTERING AND LEVEL PLACEMENT 

A ROSTERING stipulations: 

1. EXHIBITION TEAMS may have PLAYERS CROSS-ROSTERED on one (1) other UWHL TEAM. 

2. If a PLAYER is CROSS-ROSTERED on an EXHIBITION TEAM and a FULL STATUS TEAM, the two (2) 
TEAMS must be either in the same DIVISION or the FULL STATUS TEAM must be in a lower 
DIVISION than the EXHIBITION TEAM. 

B In the event of a scheduling conflict between the FULL STATUS TEAM and EXHIBITION TEAM, a 
PLAYER that plays during their EXHIBITION TEAM’s game and not their FULL STATUS TEAM’s game, 
and, as a result, does not qualify for PLAYOFFS, said PLAYER shall not be granted a playoff waiver 
under SECTION 7.2.A.4. 

C The approval for a TEAM to ROSTER as EXHIBITION status shall be granted by a vote of the BOARD 

OF DIRECTORS as specified in SECTION 1.4. 

D   Scoring Stipulations: 

  1. All scores are recorded as an 0-1 loss for the EXHIBITION TEAM for the entire season. 

 2. The recorded statistics will be in accordance with the forfeit parameters of section 6.8 except 
only PLAYERS who signed the scoresheet from the non-exhibition TEAM will receive credit for 
a game played.  If a player on the non-exhibition TEAM does not attend the exhibition game, 
the PLAYER will not receive credit for attendance. 

 ROSTERS 

 TEAM ROSTERS 

A The OFFICIAL USA HOCKEY ROSTER, approved by the ATLANTIC DISTRICT REGISTRAR, shall be used as 
the OFFICIAL TEAM ROSTER for all UWHL games. 

B The completed Official USA HOCKEY ROSTER shall be submitted to the Secretary a minimum of 
one (1) week before the start of League play (the exact date of which will be stated at the 
ANNUAL MEETING and posted on the UWHL website). Failure to submit a signed ROSTER by the 
established date will result in a fine as established in SECTION 2.7. The offending TEAM will not 
be allowed to play until the signed ROSTER is received and all games will be FORFEITED until such 
time. SECTION 2.7.B may also apply. 



C No PLAYER shall play in a UWHL game unless appearing on an official USA Hockey ROSTER for the 
TEAM for which they are playing and having successfully cleared the PLAYER REVIEW VOTING 

PROCESS, if applicable (see SECTION 4.3). If a PLAYER who does not appear on the Official USA 
Hockey ROSTER and/or has not been approved through the PLAYER REVIEW VOTING PROCESS 
participates in a game, the game will be a FORFEIT (see SECTION 6.8.H.1) for the offending TEAM. 
The only statistics recorded for the offending TEAM will be PENALTIES. All statistics for the non-
offending TEAM will remain. 

D A PLAYER can be ROSTERED on only one (1) UWHL TEAM, unless the second TEAM is designated as 
an EXHIBITION TEAM, or the PLAYER is a goalie, or the PLAYER is a substitute skater for a second 
TEAM. 

1. If the PLAYER is a goalie, she may play as a goalie for any number of TEAMS, so long as the 
requirements in SECTION 5.2.D are met and she is properly ROSTERED for each TEAM. 

2. The goalie may only skate out as a PLAYER on one FULL STATUS TEAM and/or one EXHIBITION 
TEAM as long as she has cleared the PLAYER REVIEW VOTING PROCESS for the 
CONFERENCE/DIVISION. A goalie may only be a substitute skater if she already cleared the 
PLAYER REVIEW VOTING PROCESS as a skater and is rostered as a skater on a TEAM. 

3. Skaters in the red, white/gold, and silver DIVISIONS may play on her full-time TEAM and 
substitute on any TEAM in a higher DIVISION, so long as the requirements in SECTION 5.3 
are met and she is properly ROSTERED for each TEAM for which she skates.  Skaters in the 
red DIVISION may play on her full-time TEAM and any other TEAM in the red DIVISION so 
long as the requirements in SECTION 5.3 are met and she is properly ROSTERED for each 
TEAM for which she skates.  A player in the white/gold, silver, and blue divisions cannot be 
a substitute skater for the same DIVISION or a lower DIVISION than her full-time TEAM.  
Players in the white and gold divisions may only be a substitute skater in the silver or blue 
division.  White and Gold division players may not be substitute skaters in the white or gold 
division regardless of the PLAYER’S home team. 

4. The PLAYERS who are substitute skaters only have to clear the PLAYER REVIEW VOTING 
PROCESS as a skater for the CONFERENCE/DIVISION of her full-time TEAM. 

5. PLAYERS may only be substitute skaters for a total of two games per season regardless of 
the substitute TEAM. For example, a PLAYER cannot substitute two times for one TEAM and 
a third time for a different TEAM. 

6. TEAMS may only use substitute skaters during the regular season.  Substitute skaters are 
not permitted in play-offs. 

E Creating an initial TEAM ROSTER: 

1. Instructions for using the USA HOCKEY PORTAL to create a TEAM ROSTER are posted on the 
UWHL website HERE. In addition, USA Hockey provides online help on the PORTAL itself. 

a. A username and password is required to access the USA HOCKEY PORTAL. If you do not 
have a username and password, email USAHRegistry@USAHockey.com to obtain access 
for your organization. 

2. An initial ROSTER must be created and submitted for approval by the ATLANTIC DISTRICT 

REGISTRAR. 



3. Once the initial USA HOCKEY ROSTER is approved, you will receive an email containing a link 
to your roster. You must forward this link to the UWHL SECRETARY as stated in SECTION 5.1.B. 

F Making changes to a TEAM ROSTER 

1. When adding a PLAYER to or removing a PLAYER from the ROSTER, the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE 
must complete the requested change through the USA HOCKEY PORTAL. She must then email 
the UWHL Secretary the details of the transaction. All changes to the roster must be 
completed no later than the Thursday prior to the game in which the PLAYER(s) is/are to 
participate. 

a. Email to the Secretary shall include who is being added and/or removed. 

b. Specific formatting for the email: 

Subject: “<Team Name> <Division> Roster Changes” 

Body: Adding Jane Doe and Coach Charlie (for example) 

2. All additions to the roster must be completed by DECEMBER 15TH of the current season. 

3. If a PLAYER is moving from one UWHL TEAM to another, the PLAYER needs to be removed 
from the Roster of her current TEAM prior to being added to the new TEAM ROSTER. Should a 
PLAYER not be able to obtain a RELEASE from her current TEAM, she shall have the right to 
APPEAL to the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, whose decision shall be binding. 

G Any persons other than a PLAYER on the bench during a game must be a “TEAM OFFICIAL” as 
defined by USA HOCKEY. COACHES and TEAM OFFICIALS must be registered on the OFFICIAL TEAM 
ROSTER and must complete a COACH’S AGREEMENT FORM. As per USA Hockey Rule 201(c), no more 
than four (4) TEAM OFFICIALS are permitted on the PLAYERS’ bench. 

 GOALIE ROSTERING AND SUBSTITUTION POLICY 

A All substitute goalies are required to appear on the TEAM ROSTER for which they will be playing 
and must have cleared the PLAYER REVIEW VOTING PROCESS, prior to game day, consistent with 
SECTION 5.1.F. 

B Substitute goalies may be added to a TEAM ROSTER at any time during the regular season, in 
accordance with USA Hockey’s requirements. 

Note: Goalie additions are not subject to the DECEMBER 15TH PLAYER ROSTERING deadline. 

1. There is no limit to the number of goalies you can ROSTER in a season; however, goalies do 
count toward the 25 PLAYER ROSTER MAXIMUM. 

2. Goalies new to the League are subject to the PLAYER REVIEW VOTING PROCESS (see SECTION 4.3). 
The PLAYER RELEASE does not apply to goalies. 

C The TEAM REPRESENTATIVE needing a substitute goalie for their TEAM must attempt to find their 
own substitute goalie. A list of goalies willing to fill in for other TEAMS is available from the 
UWHL Vice President, or the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE can contact another goalie in the UWHL 
directly. 

D Substitute goalies must be of the same UWHL CONFERENCE, as prescribed below, or a lower 
UWHL CONFERENCE than the TEAM requesting the substitute goalie. 



E When a single game request for substitution is made, once the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE has found 
a substitute goalie, the following actions must be completed: 

1. Add the goalie to the TEAM’s OFFICIAL USA Hockey ROSTER by the Thursday before the game 
in which the goalie will be participating, as per SECTION 5.1.E.  

2. In the case of an unexpected/last minute Goalie emergency (such as a game day 
substitution due to accident, injury or other emergency situation), if the CONFERENCE LIAISON 
and the UWHL Secretary shall be notified.  The goalie shall be added to the TEAM’s 
OFFICICAL USA Hockey ROSTER as soon as possible after the game, as per Section 5.1.F. 

F Requests for LONG-TERM GOALIE SUBSTITUTIONS (more than 3 consecutive games) due to 
injury/pregnancy are treated like any other goalie substitution, except: 

1. The TEAM shall notify the UWHL Secretary of the injured/pregnant PLAYER and date of 
expected return. 

2. Repeat notification for use of approved goalies within this time frame is not required. 

G If a TEAM is unable to find a substitute goalie, the UWHL Secretary shall be notified no later 
than the Wednesday prior to the game for which the substitute goalie is needed. 

1. The Secretary will provide the TEAM a list of known volunteer substitute goalies, so the 
TEAM may attempt to find a substitute goalie. 

2. In the event a substitute goalie is not available: 

a. A PLAYER already rostered on the TEAM may be dressed in goalie equipment provided 
that PLAYER is not a rostered GOALIE on a higher DIVISION TEAM. 

b. Please refer to SECTION 6.8 regarding Game Schedule Changes, Cancellations, or 
FORFEITURES to explore your options. 

c. If there is a decision to reschedule the game, notify the UWHL Vice President 
immediately. All games that are rescheduled are subject to SECTION 6.8. 

 ROSTERING SUBSTITUTE SKATERS 

A TEAMS may roster one substitute skater for each game in which the TEAM has eight skaters or 
less.  Substitute skaters shall not be used when nine or more skaters from the TEAM sign-in on 
the scoresheet. 

B All substitute skaters are required to appear on the TEAM ROSTER for which they will be 
playing.  All substitute skaters must be added to the TEAM ROSTER for which they will be 
playing by the Thursday deadline for roster submission to the league (see 5.3.E). 

1. Substitute skaters may be added to a TEAM ROSTER at any time during the regular season.  
Substitute skaters are not subject to the DECEMBER 15th PLAYER ROSTERING deadline.   
 

2. Substitute skaters count toward the 25 PLAYER ROSTER MAXIMUM. 
 

3. The PLAYER RELEASE does not apply to substitute skaters. 
 



C The TEAM REPRESENTATIVE needing a substitute skater for their TEAM must find their own 
substitute skater.  A list of skaters willing to fill in for other TEAMS is available from the UWHL 
Vice President, or the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE can contact another skater in the UWHL 
directly.  The TEAM REPRESENTATIVE must ensure the 2 game substitution limit prescribed in 
SECTION 5.1.D.5 is not exceeded. 

D  Substitute skaters must be of a lower UWHL DIVISION for white, gold, silver, and blue 
DIVISIONS or of the same UWHL DIVISION for red DIVISION, as prescribed in SECTION 5.1.D.3.  
Skaters in the white and gold divisions may not substitute for any white or gold TEAM. 

E   When the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE has found a substitute skater, the following actions must be 
completed.  Failure to comply with this process will result in a forfeit as prescribed in SECTION 
5.1.C. 

1. Add the substitute skater to the TEAM’S OFFICIAL USA HOCKEY ROSTER by the Thursday 
before the game in which the substitute skater will be participating, as per SECTION 5.1.E. 
 

2. Notify the UWHL SECRETARY of the addition by the Thursday before the game in which 
the substitute skater will be participating.  Include the roster link, the player’s name, and 
explicitly state that this is a substitute skater. 

 
3. Notify the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE of the opposing TEAM of the use of a substitute skater 

by the Thursday before the game in which the substitute skater will be participating.  
Provide the DIVISION and team name of the PLAYER’S full time team.  The PLAYER’S name 
does not need to be provided. 

 
4. After the game has been played, remove the substitute skater from the TEAM’S OFFICIAL 

USA HOCKEY ROSTER by the Thursday before the next game.  Notify the UWHL 
SECRETARY of the removal. The substitute skater may not substitute for any other TEAM 
until she is removed from the TEAM’S OFFICIAL USA HOCKEY ROSTER.   
 

5. If the substitute skater plays in a subsequent game for the TEAM without notifying the 
UWHL SECRETARY, even if the substitute skater is properly rostered, the TEAM will be 
accessed a FORFEIT.  The only statistics recorded for the offending TEAM will be 
PENALTIES.  All statistics for the non-offending TEAM will remain. 

 COACHING ACCREDITATION 

A All COACHES shall be accredited, as required by USA Hockey and the AAHA. Continuing coaching 
education is encouraged beyond the required minimums. 

B COACHES may be added to the TEAM ROSTER at any time. Prior to appearing on the bench for any 
game, the COACH(ES) must: 

1. Appear on the OFFICIAL USA HOCKEY TEAM ROSTER and 

2. Submit a signed COACH’S AGREEMENT FORM, acknowledging receipt and review of the UWHL 
Bylaws and Policies, Procedures and Guidelines (which are available on the UWHL Website 
and shall be provided by the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE). 



 GAME STRUCTURE 

 GOVERNING RULES 

A The rules governed by USA Hockey for adult games will be the playing rules for the UWHL. 
Delayed off-sides, red line icing, and no checking are the general rules implemented during 
games. 

B There is no “mercy” rule or running clock in effect for UWHL games. 

C Alcohol is not permitted in the locker room or on the benches prior to, during, or after any 
game. 

1. Any PLAYER, COACH, or TEAM OFFICIAL found to be in possession of alcohol before, or during a 
UWHL game, shall be immediately removed from the game AND SUSPENDED for one 
additional game. (See the rules for serving SUSPENSIONS in SECTION 6.7.) 

2. Game venues are responsible for enforcing their own policies in areas other than the locker 
rooms and the immediate rink area. Participants and fans shall be subject to those rules. 

D TEAMS, COACHES, TEAM OFFICIALS, REFEREES, and SCOREKEEPERS shall adhere to the 
guidelines published by USA Hockey and the rink regarding COVID-19. 

E In the event a TEAM becomes aware of a COVID-positive PLAYER on their TEAM, the TEAM 
REPRESENTATIVE shall notify the CONFERENCE LIAISON within 24 hours and provide the 
PLAYER’s name and date of positive test result. 

1. Within 24 hours, the CONFERENCE LIAISON shall provide the PLAYER’s name and date of 
the positive test result to the UWHL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

2. Within 24 hours, the CONFERENCE LIAISONS for every DIVISION shall provide their TEAM 
REPRESENTATIVES with the name of the TEAM with the COVID-positive PLAYER and the 
date of the positive test result.  Under no circumstances will the name of the PLAYER be 
released. 

3. The COVID-positive PLAYER shall not play in any UWHL game until the CDC requirements 
for ending home isolation are met (see https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-
you-are-sick/end-home-isolation.html).  TEAMS will be assessed a FORFEIT for each game in 
violation of this policy.  The only statistics recorded for the offending TEAM will be 
PENALTIES.  All statistics for the non-offending TEAM will remain. 

a. The TEAM with the COVID-positive PLAYER shall review the CDC guidelines for isolation 
after close contact and take appropriate measures to isolate additional PLAYERS, if 
warranted.  Refer to https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/end-
home-isolation.html 

4. TEAMS scheduled to play the TEAM with the COVID-positive PLAYER may opt to POSTPONE 
or CANCEL the game following SECTION 6.8. 



 GAME TIME STRUCTURE 

A UWHL game slots shall be a minimum of ninety (90) minutes (1.5 hours) in length. If a TEAM is 
unable to meet this requirement, a request in writing shall be made to the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
prior to AUGUST 15TH. 

B Games shall be three (3) fifteen (15) minute periods. 

C A five (5) minute warm-up will be given prior to the start of the first period. The warm up 
period will start at the ice slot start time or, if ice preparation is delayed, upon rink procedure 
after ice surface is finished being prepared. 

D All periods shall be stop clock. At no time shall a running clock be used. 

E End of Time Slots 

1. Establish the end of the time slot before the start of the game. 

2. In the event the game cannot be completed in the time frame allotted, play two (2) full 
periods (15 minutes each). The third period shall be played according to USA Hockey Rules. 

3. Once the third period begins, the clock will not be altered. 

4. If the third period time is cut in accordance with USA Hockey rules, and there is ice time 
remaining when the game clock reads 0:00, the game is over. 

F A game is not official unless two (2) full periods are played. If two full periods are not 
completed, no recognition of the game being played will occur, except in cases of GAME 
MISCONDUCTS and MATCH PENALTIES. 

1. In the event two full periods are not played for reasons other than a stoppage of the game 
by the REFEREES, the game may be rescheduled, if agreed upon by both TEAMS. (Refer to 
SECTION 6.8). 

a. If the TEAMS do not agree to reschedule the game, the game will not count toward the 
league schedule and no statistics shall be given for the uncompleted game for either 
PLAYERS or the TEAMS in the standings (excluding PENALTIES). 

 HOME TEAM RESPONSIBILITY 

A The HOME TEAM shall be responsible for providing the required slot ice time, the necessary 
facilities and equipment, including a SCOREKEEPER and a minimum of 15 pucks for warm-up for 
the VISITING TEAM. 

B Each HOME TEAM shall provide at least two (2) USA Hockey qualified REFEREES (pursuant to USA 
Hockey Rule 501) with current USA Hockey certification and registered with USA Hockey for 
the current season as an on-ice official. It is the HOME TEAM’s responsibility to pay the REFEREES. 
The minimum fee for REFEREES shall match the fee paid to REFEREES in the Mid-Atlantic 
Women’s Hockey League 14U level.  The fee will be announced at the UWHL Annual Meeting. 

1. All OFFICIALS (REFEREES) shall be assigned by a Level 3 or Level 4 OFFICIAL, a USA Hockey 
approved Assignor, or a non-official who has verified with the UWHL REFEREE IN CHIEF (RIC) 
that the assigned REFEREES are appropriately qualified and registered. 



a. Each HOME TEAM shall provide the contact information for their Referee Assignor on the 
TEAM ENTRY APPLICATION. Contact information shall include the Assignor’s name, phone 
number, email address, and Official’s number. 

b. Assigned REFEREES must be of the appropriate age and skill level for adult recreational 
games, unless otherwise approved by the Assignor. 

c. Assigned REFEREES may not be immediate relatives (Parent, Child, Grandparent, 
Grandchild, Sibling, Spouse, or Partner) of PLAYERS, COACHES, or TEAM OFFICIALS involved in 
the game. 

d. TEAMS wishing to schedule their own REFEREES must have their OFFICIALS approved by the 
UWHL RIC. 

e. REFEREES shall not officiate games for the DIVISION in which they are ROSTERED as a PLAYER, 
COACH or TEAM OFFICIAL. 

f. The UWHL RIC shall have the responsibility of assigning REFEREES for UWHL PLAYOFFS. 

2. All OFFICIALS assigned to UWHL league games must adhere to the "On-Ice Officials Code of 
Conduct" as listed in the annual USA Hockey Guide and the Official Rules and Casebook of 
USA Hockey (current edition). 

3. If, through unforeseen circumstances, the REFEREE and/or linesmen appointed are 
prevented from appearing, the TEAM OFFICIALS, COACHES, TEAM REPRESENTATIVE or CAPTAIN of 
the two TEAMS shall agree on REFEREES. If unable to agree, they shall appoint a USA Hockey 
registered person from each TEAM to serve in this capacity, as per USA Hockey Rule 501(c). 

4. When no OFFICIALS are available (due to scheduling conflicts or failure to appear), it is 
acceptable to violate SECTIONS 6.3.B.1.c and 6.3.B.1.e, if agreed upon by both TEAMS and 
with the approval of the RIC or PRESIDENT. 

5. When possible, the use of women REFEREES is encouraged. 

6. The three-(3)-official system is acceptable but not required. 

C The HOME TEAM shall wear their “home” uniforms (light jerseys) and the AWAY TEAM shall wear 
their “away” uniforms (dark jerseys). Both TEAMS should carry two jerseys to all games in the 
event a jersey conflict needs to be resolved. It shall be the responsibility of the HOME TEAM to 
address any uniform conflicts. 

 SCORESHEET GUIDE 

A A diagram and scoresheet instructions are available on the UWHL website (SCORESHEET GUIDE). 

B The HOME TEAM shall be fined twenty dollars ($20.00) for scoresheets not completed as 
described in the SCORESHEET GUIDE, per SECTION 2.7. 

C Every PLAYER participating in a league game must sign the game scoresheet prior to 
participating in the game. If a PLAYER arrives late for a game, the PLAYER is to sign the 
scoresheet at the first available opportunity. 



D If a PLAYER plays in a game but does not print their name and sign their name on the 
scoresheet, the following shall occur so long as the PLAYER is properly ROSTERED with their TEAM: 

1. FIRST OFFENSE BY THE TEAM - written warning to the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE. 

2. SECOND OFFENSE BY THE TEAM - Incomplete Scoresheet Fine (SECTION 2.7). 

3. THIRD OFFENSE BY THE TEAM - Incomplete Scoresheet Fine and FORFEITURE of offending 
PLAYER(s) statistics (excluding PENALTIES) for that game. 

4. FOURTH OFFENSE OR MORE BY THE TEAM - Incomplete Scoresheet Fine, FORFEITURE of offending 
PLAYER(s) statistics (excluding PENALTIES), and FORFEITURE of game. See SECTION 6.8.H for full 
details regarding statistics. 

 REPORTING SCORES / DELINQUENT SCORESHEETS 

A Within 24 hours of completion of the game, all home TEAMS shall text or email: 

1. The STATISTICIAN and WEBMASTER the score of the game  

2. The STATISTCIAN a legible photo of the entire scoresheet (do not split into multiple photos) 

B All Home TEAMS shall mail the original scoresheet (white copy) for each game played to the 
STATISTICIAN. 

C All scoresheets shall be postmarked within seventy-two (72) hours following the completion of 
the game. 

D The STATISTICIAN and/or WEBMASTER will: 

1. Post scores to the website within 3 days of completion of the game 

2. Post statistics to the website within 7 days of completion of the game 

E Any HOME TEAM whose scoresheet is not received within five (5) days of the completion of the 
game will be notified that their scoresheet is delinquent. If the original scoresheet has not 
arrived within ten (10) days of the game date, a fine of twenty dollars ($20.00) per week (per 
missing scoresheet) will be assessed, subject to a maximum of five (5) weeks. In the event the 
fine is still owed after the period of five (5) weeks: 

1. The TEAM may be considered not in good standing in the UWHL. 

2. The TEAM will not be eligible for PLAYOFFS until the fine is paid. 

F If the scoresheet is not received at the end of the five (5) weeks, the game shall be a FORFEIT 
for the offending TEAM per SECTION 6.8.H. 

 MAJOR PENALTY, GAME MISCONDUCT, AND MATCH PENALTY 

A The STATISTICIAN must notify the REFEREE IN CHIEF and the PRESIDENT of any individual 
penalty assessed for greater than 2 minutes. 

B A PLAYER, COACH, or TEAM OFFICIAL who receives a GAME MISCONDUCT or MATCH PENALTY during a 
League game shall be SUSPENDED for at least his/her TEAM's next League game. 

C GAME MISCONDUCT: 



1. USA Hockey rules apply to non-league USA Hockey sanctioned games, in addition to the 
UWHL SUSPENSION. See SECTION 6.7.D for the SUSPENSION policy. 

2. The EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE and COMMISSIONER(S) will review any PLAYER, COACH, or TEAM 
OFFICIAL who receives two (2) GAME MISCONDUCTS in one (1) season. The offending person(s) 
may be referred to the CONDUCT COMMITTEE for further review. 

D A PLAYER, COACH or TEAM OFFICIAL who receives three (3) or more SUSPENSIONS in one (1) season 
is ineligible for inclusion in the UWHL for the remainder of the current season and for a 
minimum of one (1) additional season. The offending person(s) will be reviewed by the 
CONDUCT COMMITTEE. 

E MATCH PENALTY: 

1. A MATCH PENALTY, or physical abuse to a REFEREE, pertaining to USA Hockey Rule 405, shall 
be reported within 24 hours of the incident, via phone or email, to the President and 
COMMISSIONER(S). A MATCH PENALTY must be reported immediately to USA Hockey by the on-
ice OFFICIALS and followed by written correspondence to USA Hockey from the 
COMMISSIONER. 

a. In no case will a PLAYER, COACH or TEAM OFFICIAL cited for these infractions be allowed to 
participate in any game until the COMMISSIONER has ruled and any suspension issued by 
USA Hockey has terminated. USA Hockey rules will be enforced first, followed by UWHL 
Policies and Procedures. 

b. A MATCH PENALTY will immediately be referred to the CONDUCT COMMITTEE. A written 
report from that inquiry will be forwarded by the CONDUCT COMMITTEE Chair to the 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE and affected TEAM(s) within five (5) days of the meeting. 

2. Any person who receives a MATCH PENALTY at any time is ineligible for membership in the 
UWHL until the person has been reviewed by the CONDUCT COMMITTEE and has been cleared 
to return to play by the CONDUCT COMMITTEE and USA Hockey. 

3. Any person who has received a MATCH PENALTY that has been overturned and who seeks 
membership in the UWHL will be subject to review and approval by the CONDUCT 

COMMITTEE. Conditions (e.g. probationary period) and restrictions may apply to said person 
upon review. 

 SUSPENDED PLAYERS, COACHES AND TEAM OFFICIALS 

A A SUSPENDED person is obligated to appear at the next scheduled game(s) (the actual number of 
games is equal to the SUSPENSION) and to complete the scoresheet as follows: 

1. Prior to the game, the SUSPENDED person shall complete all information and sign the 
scoresheet in the area allocated for SUSPENDED PLAYERS, COACHES, and TEAM OFFICIALS. 

Note - such a game does not count toward the minimum number of games required for 
PLAYOFFS for the SUSPENDED PLAYER. 



2. If the next scheduled league game is located at a rink in excess of fifty (50) miles from the 
person's home rink, the person does not have to sign the scoresheet, but her/his name, 
number and TEAM must be printed in the area allocated for SUSPENDED persons, and the 
words “50-mile rule” must be printed in the signature area, or it will not count toward 
service of the SUSPENSION. 

3. A SUSPENSION will not be considered satisfied if: 

a. The TEAM has a scheduled game and the SUSPENDED person is supposed to sign but does 
not, or 

b. The SUSPENDED person signs in the game ROSTER section instead of in the area allocated 
for SUSPENDED persons. 

4. Signing of the scoresheet is required for ‘game’ SUSPENSIONS, not ‘day’ SUSPENSIONS such as 
for a MATCH PENALTY. 

B A SUSPENDED person cannot sit or stand on or near the bench of their TEAM. The SUSPENDED 
person can watch the game from the stands or designated fan section. 

C SUSPENDED PLAYERS occupy a position on the game ROSTER, and shall be counted toward the 
maximum number of PLAYERS permitted on the bench even though ineligible to participate in 
the game or be on the TEAM bench, as per USA Hockey rule 201(a). 

D All SUSPENSIONS incurred during a UWHL scheduled league game shall be served in a UWHL 
league game. This does not relieve a SUSPENDED person from serving their SUSPENSION in 
accordance with USA Hockey (i.e. non-league games scheduled prior to the next league game). 
A SUSPENDED person may in fact sit out more games than the original SUSPENSION in order to 
fulfill their obligation. 

E If the SUSPENDED person has more than one TEAM, she/he: 

1. Must serve their SUSPENSION with the TEAM for which she/he received the SUSPENSION, and 

2. Is SUSPENDED from all UWHL games until the SUSPENSION is served, including those for other 
UWHL TEAMS with which they may be ROSTERED. 

F Proof of serving a SUSPENSION must be submitted to the President within one week of serving 
the SUSPENSION. Either the signature of the SUSPENDED person on the scoresheet in the area 
allocated for SUSPENDED persons, or the indication of name, number, TEAM and “50-mile rule” in 
the area allocated for SUSPENDED persons is the only proof that will be accepted for service of a 
SUSPENSION. 

G Any SUSPENDED person who does not provide proof of having served the SUSPENSION as outlined 
will not be permitted back on the ice/bench until proof of the served SUSPENSION is provided to 
the President. 

H Any SUSPENSION not served during the current season will carry over into the next season. 
Carryover SUSPENSIONS follow the SUSPENDED person, not the TEAM. 

I Any PLAYER, COACH, or TEAM OFFICIAL that has not served a SUSPENSION and/or not provided proof 
of the SUSPENSION served, will be ineligible to participate in PLAYOFFS. 



 GAME SCHEDULE CHANGES, CANCELLATIONS, OR FORFEITURES 

A During the course of the season, the HOME TEAM shall notify the AWAY TEAM REPRESENTATIVE, 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, and WEBMASTER in the event of a change in the schedule as soon as the 
change is discovered. 

B Each TEAM shall have two (2) extra home game slots reserved for use in the event that a game 
needs to be POSTPONED due to inclement weather, positive COVID test result, or other 
unforeseen circumstances. The reserve game slots must occur after MARCH 1ST and prior to the 
PLAYOFF weekend. 

C In the event of Extraordinary Circumstances, such as major traffic accidents, hazardous road 
conditions, weather conditions, loss of ice surface due to rink failure, or for other reasons 
approved by the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, a game may be CANCELLED or POSTPONED. 

1. In the event of inclement weather, sufficient notice shall be given and consideration of 
travel time for the AWAY TEAM shall be taken into account. 

2. It is the responsibility of the two opposing TEAMS to communicate with each other and to 
make an agreed decision to cancel or postpone the game. 

3. In the event of CANCELLATION or POSTPONEMENT, the WEBMASTER, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, and all 
other appropriate persons (rink, REFEREES, SCOREKEEPER, etc.) shall be informed immediately. 

4. CANCELLED games are removed from the UWHL schedule and neither TEAM is penalized or 
credited. Playoff eligibility is reduced for both teams (i.e. the cancelled is removed from the 
half-plus-one calculation).  No points are given to either team in the standings. 

D If a game is POSTPONED (or needs to be rescheduled) due to circumstances described above, the 
following procedures are to be followed: 

1. A new game date, time, and location (if applicable) must be agreed upon by both the HOME 
and AWAY TEAMS within fourteen (14) days of the original game date, and shall be played on, 
or prior to, the last Sunday of the regular season. 

2. The involved TEAMS will split the cost of the replacement ice, if additional payment is 
necessary. 

3. The EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE and WEBMASTER shall be notified by the HOME TEAM by telephone 
or email of the dates of the rescheduled games. 

4. In the event these procedures for rescheduling cannot be met, the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
shall be notified. The EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE will make a ruling on how best to proceed. 

E If a TEAM fails to appear for a game, where the time and place appear on the official UWHL 
schedule or have been properly rescheduled as per the instructions above, and where there 
are no extraordinary circumstances (as defined above), that TEAM shall be responsible for the 
game costs and the game will be counted as a FORFEIT for the offending TEAM. 

1. The TEAM REPRESENTATIVES of the involved TEAMS will then be responsible to agree to 
reschedule and/or ask for payment for each game POSTPONED in this manner. 

a. If the non-offending TEAM prefers to play the game, it will be rescheduled at the 
convenience of the non-offending TEAM and at the expense (ice cost, REFEREES, 
SCOREKEEPER) of the offending TEAM. 



b. If the non-offending TEAM does not prefer to reschedule the game, the game will remain 
a FORFEIT and the offending TEAM shall be responsible for the ice costs and REFEREES. 

2. Upon requesting payment, a receipt from the rink shall be provided. On-ice OFFICIAL costs 
may be reimbursed up to the minimum fee per REFEREE per game listed in section 6.3.B. 

3. The amount specified by the non-offending TEAM (if it is the HOME TEAM) must be received 
at least forty-eight (48) hours in advance of the rescheduled time. 

4. All disputes will be referred to the League President. 

5. If resolution has not been achieved, the matter will be referred to the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

F If a TEAM has six (6) skaters, or five (5) skaters and one (1) goalkeeper, in attendance at the 
start time for a game, the game shall be played and shall not be either CANCELLED or POSTPONED. 
A TEAM’s failure to provide the minimum number of PLAYERS at game time will result in the 
FORFEITURE of the game, and the game shall not be rescheduled. 

G If games are not played as per schedule before expiration of the UWHL regular season, a 
FORFEIT victory will be awarded to the non-offending TEAM as determined by the EXECUTIVE 

COMMITTEE. 

H Game FORFEITURES as earned under SECTIONS 5.1 and 6.8 shall be entered into the official league 
statistics as a 1-0 win for, and 2 points given in the standings to, the non-offending TEAM. All 
PLAYERS of the non-offending TEAM rostered as of the date of the forfeited game shall be 
credited with one game played and no stats shall be entered for goals, assists or PENALTIES for 
either TEAM. The offending TEAM’s PLAYERS will not be given credit for a game played. 

Note – This does not apply to games under SECTION 6.8.C. 

1. FORFEITs resulting from Policy (SECTION 2.7.E), ROSTER Violations (SECTION 5.1.C), or 
Delinquent Scoresheet Violations (SECTION 6.5.D) (for games that were played but later 
deemed FORFEITs) generally result in the assessment of FINES and the purging of the 
offending PLAYER’S and/or TEAM’s statistics (excluding PENALTIES), unless otherwise stated. 

I Failure to comply with the Rules and Procedures as stated in SECTION 6.8 items A-G will result in 
FINES, as per the Schedule (SECTION 2.7). 

 PLAYOFFS 

 REGULAR SEASON STANDINGS – TIE BREAKERS 

A In the event of a tie for first place in a CONFERENCE or DIVISION at the end of the regular season, 
the following shall be used to break the tie: 

1. Number of wins 

2. Record against each other (Head-to-head) 

3. Goals against 

4. Goals for 

5. Head-to-head goals against 



6. Head-to-head goals for 

7. Fewest total penalty minutes 

 PLAYOFF ELIGIBILITY/QUALIFICATIONS 

A For a PLAYER to be eligible for League PLAYOFFS, she must have played in half of her TEAM’s 
League games, plus one (”Half+1”). 

1. In the event an odd number of games are played in a season, the required number will be 
rounded down to the nearest whole number. 

Example: (15÷2) + 1 = 8.5 (round down to 8); therefore 8 games are required. 

2. The game requirement for PLAYERS ROSTERED after NOVEMBER 30TH may be prorated based on 
the remaining number of games in their TEAM’s schedule. The number would be still be half 
plus one (1), but based on the number of games scheduled between the date the PLAYER 
was added to the ROSTER, and the end of the regular season. 

3. Goalies are exempt from the “Half+1” rule, but must have played at least one (1) game with 
any UWHL TEAM during the course of the regular season as a goalie. The Goalie Substitution 
Policy (SECTION 5.2) applies. 

4. TEAM REPRESENTATIVES may request an exemption from the Playoff Eligibility Rule for any of 
their PLAYERS due to medical reasons (injury/illness), military service, civil service, or other 
extenuating circumstances, by submitting a Playoff Waiver Request Form to the League 
President no later than one (1) week prior to the first day of PLAYOFFS. The EXECUTIVE 

COMMITTEE shall review the request and issue a final decision. 

a. An exemption shall not be granted without just cause if the PLAYER, upon returning from 
her absence, has/had the opportunity to qualify based on the remaining game schedule. 

b. SECTION 4.3.B applies. 

c. There is no fee to file a Playoff Waiver Request Form. 

B Any TEAM that has not fulfilled the requirements of the UWHL may be considered ineligible for 
PLAYOFFS. This includes, but is not limited to, outstanding scoresheets and outstanding debt to 
the UWHL or to other UWHL TEAMS. 

 PLAYOFF GAME RULES 

A Playoff game format shall be three (3) periods consisting of fifteen (15) minutes each. 

B TEAMS shall be given a five (5) minute warm-up period prior to the start of the 1st period. 

C In the event of a tie score at the end of three (3) regulation periods, the overtime procedure is 
as follows: 

1. Sudden-death overtime consisting of five (5) minute periods with 5-on-5 play. The five (5) 
minute overtime shall be repeated as needed and as time allows in the ice slot. 

2. If there is not sufficient time remaining to complete a five (5) minute sudden-death 
overtime period, a ”Best-of-Five” SHOOT-OUT  will begin, using the following procedure: 



a. A SHOOT-OUT is defined as a penalty shot completion.  A player starts with the puck at 
center ice and attempts to score a goal against the opposing goalkeeper. 

b. The HOME TEAM has the choice to shoot first or second; the HOME TEAM is the one having 
secured the higher seed within the regular season standings. 

c. All goalkeepers and all players from both teams listed on the official scoresheet shall be 
eligible to participate in the SHOOT-OUT.  Goalkeepers are not eligible to shoot. 

d. The goalkeepers will defend the net they were defending in the 3rd period. 

e. Any penalized player whose penalty had not been completed when the overtime period 
ended or who receives a penalty during the SHOOT-OUT procedure is not eligible to 
participate in any portion of the SHOOT-OUT procedures(s) and must remain in the 
penalty box. 

i. Players serving penalties as “Substitutes”, for example for another player receiving 
5+Game penalty, or as “Additional Players”, for example for another player receiving 
a 2+10 penalty, are eligible to participate.  Players serving goalkeeper or bench minor 
penalties may not participate. 

f. The SHOOT-OUT procedure shall begin with five (5) different individual shooters from 
each team taking alternate shots.  The players do not need to be named beforehand. 

i. REFEREES should select one member to record progress of the SHOOT-OUT including 
player numbers and results (goal vs no-goal).  Do not rely on off-ice officials to keep 
track. 

g. The goalkeepers from each team may be changed after each shot.  Non-participating 
goalkeepers are not expected to go to the team bench during each attempt but must be 
penalized if they create any type of distraction. 

h. After five (5) PLAYERS from each TEAM has shot, the score will be tallied. If neither TEAM 
has a high score, then there will be a sudden death SHOOT-OUT. 

3. A sudden death SHOOT-OUT will use the following procedure: 

a. A sudden death SHOOT-OUT is defined as each team attempting a shot.  Should one 
TEAM be successful and the other TEAM not, the successful TEAM shall win the SHOOT-
OUT. 

b. The TEAMs will shoot in the same order during the sudden death SHOOT-OUT as they 
did during the original previous round SHOOT-OUT.  For example, if the home TEAM 
shot first in the prior round SHOOT-OUT, they shoot first in the sudden death SHOOT-
OUT. 

c. TEAMs will select their shooters to participate in any order in the sudden death SHOOT-
OUT, whether or not they shot in the previous round.  The last PLAYER in the first round 
of the SHOOT-OUT may be the first PLAYER in the sudden death SHOOT-OUT.  TEAMs 
may select any of the original five shooters (or different shooters) in any order for 
sudden death SHOOT-OUTs.   



d. PLAYERS in a sudden death SHOOT-OUT shall not be allowed to take another shot until 
four different individual teammates have completed their attempts.  For example, it is 
legal for PLAYERS #3, #12, #7, #26, #71, #3 to shoot in that order.  It is illegal for 
PLAYERS #3, #16, #21, #2, #3, #38 to shoot in that order since four teammates have not 
preceded #3’s second attempt. 

e. All goalkeepers and all players from both TEAMS listed on the official scoresheet shall be 
eligible to participate in the SHOOT-OUT in accordance with the eligibility rules 
established for the Best-of-Five SHOOT-OUT. 

f. The goalkeepers from each team may be changed after each shot. 

g. The official scorekeeper shall record all shots taken indicating the PLAYERS, goalkeepers, 
and goals scored 

D REFEREES shall not be assigned to a UWHL PLAYOFF game wherein they are a relative of a PLAYER, 
COACH or TEAM OFFICIAL involved in the game or where they are a PLAYER, COACH or TEAM OFFICIAL 
affiliated with any TEAM in that CONFERENCE/DIVISION, per SECTIONS 6.3.B.1.c and 6.3.B.1.e. 

 PROTESTS AND APPEALS 

 PROTESTS 

A PROTESTS shall be recorded on the front of the original (White) copy of the official scoresheet 
and be signed by the protesting COACH. The scoresheet shall have the word “PROTEST” clearly 
marked on the original copy. 

B All PROTESTS shall be null and void if a written explanation of the PROTEST, accompanied by a FEE 
of twenty-five dollars ($25.00), is not received by the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE and COMMISSIONER 
within seventy-two (72) hours of the PROTESTED game. If the PROTEST is upheld, the FEE shall be 
returned. 

C PROTESTS regarding the use of an ineligible PLAYER may be made upon discovery and are subject 
to the seventy-two (72) hour rule. If a PROTEST is upheld for the use of an ineligible PLAYER, the 
game shall be a FORFEIT for the offending TEAM and the TEAM shall be fined for a rules violation 
per SECTION 2.7. 

D All off-ice PROTESTS must be addressed directly to the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. An accounting of 
the incident, including the date of the incident and a list of all person(s) involved, must be 
clearly described and submitted to the President. 

E All correspondence with the President or a COMMISSIONER (e.g. APPEALS and PROTESTS) shall only 
be through the TEAM REPRESENTATIVE. 

 APPEALS 

A APPEALS on any of the COMMISSIONER'S or EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE’s decisions shall be presented in 
writing to the President, accompanied by a FEE of twenty-five dollars ($25.00). SECTION 8.1.E 
applies. 

1. If the APPEAL is upheld, the FEE shall be returned. 



B No SUSPENSION shall be reversed during the APPEAL. 

C All APPEALS shall be open to all parties involved. The procedure for holding the APPEALS Meeting 
will be established by the President. All parties will be notified a minimum of fourteen (14) 
days prior to the date of the APPEALS Meeting. An APPEALS Meeting is not a UWHL Board 
Meeting; therefore, the procedures for conducting Board Meetings do not apply. 

 VIOLATIONS OF THE BYLAWS OR POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES 

 VIOLATIONS 

A A Violation of the UWHL Bylaws, UWHL Policies, Procedures and Guidelines, or USA Hockey 
Code of Conduct shall be presented to the President and COMMISSIONER in writing. 
Documentation may be sent via email, and SECTION 8.1.E applies. 

B The EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE shall make the final decision as to action taken. 

C Any party not satisfied with the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE’s decision may APPEAL in writing to the 
COMMISSIONER for review by the BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 

 POLICY ON GENDER IDENTITY AND INCLUSION 

 POLICY ON GENDER IDENTITY AND INCLUSION 

A The UWHL supports an inclusive environment for participation.  With respect to gender, an 
individual shall be permitted to participate if: 

1. The individual was designated: 

a. Female at birth, regardless of their gender identify, or 

b. Male at birth and self-identifies as female or non-binary. 

AND 

c. The individual is registered with USA Hockey as female for the respective season. 

2. Regardless of gender identity, all individuals are subject to, and must be in accordance 
with, the UWHL Player Review Voting Process (see Section 4.3), which is designed to 
evaluate player eligibility based on age and skill level. 
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PPG REVISIONS JUNE 2022 
Rules Change (Nature of rule change or new rule) 

1.3 A.3 – Allows Teams outside the 125 miles from the farthest team to be condidered for 
entry into the league.  Requires approval from 2/3 of the affecte teams. 

2.7 and 
6.3 

Updated referee fee to align with MAWHL 14U level 

3.1 and 
4.1 

Updated desciriptions of divisions/conferences. 

3.2 Teams to provide ice slots to scheduler by Aug 15th. 

4.2 Requires a conference/division to have at least 4 teams.  Allows cross-division games with 
approval from teams in the respective divisions/conferences 

4.3 Added purpose of Player History Survey, disallowed the vote of the team representative 
for which the player is player, added consequences for lying/lying by omission on the 
survey. 

4.4 Modified the Request for Player Review process to include the Referee in Chief and the 
use of Live Barn to review game footage. 

4.5 Clarified scoring and statistics for exhibition teams 

5.1 and 
5.3 

Added a process for substitute skaters 

6.5 Requires home teams to text or email a picture of completed scoresheets to 
statisticians,in addition to mailing. 

7.3 Changed shoot-out procedure for playoffs 

 
  



 

Editorial Changes (Language revised for clarification) 

1.3 C – Updated Team Entry Application to Team Agreement form 

6.6 Requires statistician to notify referee in chied of penalities greater than 2 minutes 

 

PPG REVISIONS AUGUST 2021 
Rules Change (Nature of rule change or new rule) 

4.3 C – Added probationary status to Player Review Voting Process.  Made denied players 
eligible for re-review in future season at the denied level of play.  

6.1 D – Added adherence to USA Hockey and rink regarding COVID-19 

6.1 E – Added a notification process and isolation requirements for when a player tests 
COVID-positive. 

6.8 B – Requires 2 extra home game slots to handle postponement from inclement weather 
or positive COVID test result (previous requirement was 1 extra home game slot). 

 

PPG REVISIONS SEPTEMBER 2019 
Rules Change (Nature of rule change or new rule) 

3.2 D  When providing ice slots, TEAMS are advised to limit start times to 9 pm on Saturdays 
and 7 pm on Sundays, to the maximum extent practicable.   

 

4.4 A  A ROSTER COMMITTEE shall be formed prior to the start of the season for the purpose 
of completing player reviews per the procedure outlined below.  The PRESIDENT shall 
select the ROSTER COMMITTEE. 
F In the event a ROSTER COMMITTEE cannot be formed, all player review decisions shall 
be made at the sole discretion of the PRESIDENT. 

5.2 G.2.a A PLAYER already rostered on the TEAM may be dressed in goalie equipment 
provided that PLAYER is not a rostered  GOALIE on a higher DIVISION TEAM. 

 
Editorial Changes (Language revised for clarification) 



 

5.2 D  Substitute goalies must be of the same UWHL CONFERENCE or a lower UWHL 
CONFERENCE than the TEAM requesting the substitute goalie. (deleted break-down of 
conferences) 

E (deleted – Provide the goalie name, TEAM, and level of the substitute goalie to the 
UWHL Vice President for approval no later than the Thursday prior to the game for which 
the substitute goalie is needed. 

3. Deleted notification of Vice President.  Added notification of Secretary.  
Added “The goalie shall be added to the TEAM’s OFFICIAL USA Hockey ROSTER as 
soon as possible after the game, as per section 5.1.F. 

F.1 Changed Vice President to Secretary 

G and G.1 Changed Vice President to Secretary 

6.8 H Clarified game credit for a forfeit is given to players on the non-offending TEAM 
rostered as of the date of the forfeited game. 

 

 

PPG REVISIONS SEPTEMBER 2018 
Rules Change (New Rule) 

10.1 A Policy on Gender Identity and Inclusion 
1. The UWHL supports an inclusive environment for participation.  With respect to 

gender, an individual shall be permitted to participate if: 

a. The individual was designated: 

i. Female at birth, regardless of their gender identify, or 

ii. Male at birth and self-identifies as female or non-binary. 

AND 

iii. The individual is registered with USA Hockey as female for the respective 
season. 

2. Regardless of gender identity, all individuals are subject to, and must be in 
accordance with, the UWHL Player Review Voting Process (see Section 4.3), which 
is designed to evaluate player eligibility based on age and skill level. 

 

PPG REVISIONS DECEMBER 2016 
Rules Changes (Nature of the rule changed or new rule) 



 

1.3.A.1 B New Teams 
1. Applications for membership are submitted: 

a. Via the Team Entry Application 
b. No later than May 31st. 

1.3.A.3 3. Teams whose home ice rink is greater than 125 miles (via Google Maps) from the 
farthest home ice rink of Teams currently in the UWHL will not be considered for 
entry. 

1.3.B.1 C Returning Teams 
1. Notification of returning Team status shall be submitted: 

a. Verbally/electronically to the President 

b. No later than May 31st 

1.3.B.2 2. If a Team is aware there will be significant changes to their prior season’s Roster, 
the Team Representative(S) must submit a Roster Summary Form to the President 
no later than May 31st. 

a. A request to change Division of play shall be submitted in writing to the 
President no later than May 31st. 

4.3.A-C A Each TEAM shall submit an Official USA Hockey ROSTER to the UWHL Secretary as 
outlined in SECTION 5.1. 

B In addition, any PLAYER who meets one or more of the following criteria is required 
to submit a PLAYER HISTORY SURVEY form: 

1. Requesting to play at a lower level than the most recent level played, 

2. New to the UWHL, or 

3. Returning to the UWHL for the first time since the 2014-2015 season. 

C PLAYER HISTORY SURVEY and PLAYER REVIEW VOTING PROCESS: 

1. Once the PLAYER HISTORY SURVEY is completed by a PLAYER meeting the above 
criteria, an automated email message is sent to the EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE to 
inform that the survey has been received (Note: the TEAM name and PLAYER 
name are not included in this email). 

2. Within three (3) days of receiving the automated email, the CONFERENCE LIAISON 
for the DIVISION in which the PLAYER is requesting to play sends the de-identified 
survey answers to the TEAM REPRESENTATIVES in the DIVISION for a vote to 
approve or deny the PLAYER for the requested DIVISION of play. 

3. TEAM REPRESENTATIVES are given seven (7) calendar days to vote to approve or 
deny the player. 

4. Once the voting is complete, the CONFERENCE LIAISON shall send an email to the 
TEAM REPRESENTATIVES to inform them of the results of the PLAYER REVIEW 
VOTING PROCESS. This email includes the PLAYER name and TEAM name. 



 

5. The results of this vote cannot be APPEALED by the PLAYER or TEAM. If the PLAYER 
was denied, she can request to be reviewed for a higher DIVISION of play, if 
desired. 

6. PLAYERS who were previously denied the ability to play in a requested DIVISION 
are NOT eligible for re-review at the denied level of play under this process. 
Decisions made in prior seasons stand. 

6.3.B.1.a a. Each HOME Team shall provide the contact information for their Referee 
Assignor on the Team Entry Application. Contact information shall include the 
Assignor’s name, phone number, email address, and Official’s number. 

6.3.B.4 4. When no OFFICIALS are available (due to scheduling conflicts or failure to appear), 
it is acceptable to violate SECTIONS 6.3.B.1.c and 6.3.B.1.e, if agreed upon by both 
TEAMS and with the approval of the RIC or PRESIDENT. 

7.1.A.5-7 A In the event of a tie for first place in a CONFERENCE or DIVISION at the end of the 
regular season, the following shall be used to break the tie: 

1. Number of wins 

2. Record against each other (Head-to-head) 

3. Goals against 

4. Goals for 

5. Head-to-head goals against 

6. Head-to-head goals for 

7. Fewest total penalty minutes 

 

Major Editorial Changes (Language revised for clarification) 

1.1.E Clarifies that a Player shall not be added to a Team Roster until she has turned 18 years 
old. 

1.3.C Clarifies that all Teams shall submit a Team Entry Application no later than August 15th. 

2.1.A-C Clarifies the process for determining the Annual Dues and reorganized for clarity. 

2.6.E Section 5.1.H moved. 

4.1.3 Added reference to Player History Survey and Player Review Voting Process 

4.2.B Removed due to process changes 

4.2.C Reference to Roster Summary Form removed due to process changes. Reorganized for 
clarity 

4.2.C 
(new) 

Added to clarify the process of proposing Team placement in Divisions. 



 

4.3.A Now 4.3.D due to new additions for Player Review Voting Process 

4.3.B Now 4.4 to distinguish this process from the Player Review Voting Process 

4.4 Now 4.5 due to prior Section edits 

5.1.B Reference to Roster Summary Form removed due to process changes. 

5.1.D.2 Added reference to Player Review Voting Process 

5.1.E-F Rewritten to define Roster process via USA Hockey Portal 

5.1.G Clarifies that Team Officials must complete a Coach’s Agreement Form and added 
reference to USA Hockey maximum for number of Team Officials permitted on the 
bench. 

5.1.H Moved to Section 2.6.E 

5.2.A Added reference to Player Review Voting Process 

5.2.B.2 Added reference to Player Review Voting Process 

5.2.D.1-5 Revised to align with current practice and to remove contradictory language 

5.2.E.3 Changed “any Executive Board Member” to “Conference Liaison” 

6.2.F Language revised and subsections modified for clarity, per recommendations from the 
RIC 

6.3.B.4-5 Renumber due to addition of new 6.3.B.4 

6.6.B.1 Language revised and subsection (a) modified for clarity, per recommendations from the 
RIC 

 

Editorial Changes (Punctuation or minor change in terminology) 

1.1.C AAHA changed to USA Hockey for clarity 

1.4.B-D Reorganized for clarity. 

1.5.A Member changed to Director for clarity. 

2.2.B Budget changed to Fee for clarity. 

4.5.C Added reference to process for determining Team Status. 

5.1.C Added references to related Sections. 

5.2.D “Conference” added to Blue and Red 

5.2.E.2.a Removed, redundant 

5.3.B.1-2 Reorganized for clarity. 

6.1.A “offsides” changed to “off-sides” in congruency with USA Hockey language 



 

6.3.B.1 Added detail to clarify “proper USAH approved assignor” 

6.3.B.1.c List of immediate relatives added 

6.4.D.3-4 Language regarding penalty statistics made consistent. 

6.5.C Rephrased for clarity 

6.5.D Reference to Section 6.8.H added 

6.7.D “games” inserted in last sentence for clarity 

6.8.A “Representative” added to “Away Team” for clarity 

6.8.D.4 Rephrased for clarity 

6.8.E “appear in the official UWHL schedule” changed to “appear on the official UWHL 
schedule” 

6.8.4 “may” changed to “shall” as this is not optional 

6.8.H.1 Reference to Section 6.5.D added 

7.3.D Reference to Sections 6.3.B.1.c and 6.3.B.1.e added 

All 
references 
to the 
Appendix 

Removed as all forms are on the UWHL website. Links are provided within the PPG. 

 


